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Abstract: This paper establishes an agent-based simulation system of the carbon emissions trading in
accordance with the complex feature of the trading process. This system analyzes the impact of the
carbon quota allocation mechanism on emissions trading for three different aspects including the
amount of emissions reduction, the economic effect on the emitters, and the emissions reduction cost.
Based on the data of the carbon emissions of different industries in China, several simulations were
made. The results indicate that the emissions trading policy can effectively reduce carbon emissions
in a perfectly competitive market. Moreover, by comparing separate quota allocation mechanisms,
we obtain the result that the scheme with a small extent quota decrease in a comprehensive allocation
mechanism can minimize the unit carbon emission cost. Implementing this scheme can also achieve
minimal effects of carbon emissions limitation on the economy on the basis that the environment is
not destroyed. However, excessive quota decrease cannot promote the emitters to reduce emission.
Taking into account that several developing countries have the dual task of limiting carbon emissions
and developing the economy, it is necessary to adopt a comprehensive allocation mechanism of the
carbon quota and increase the initial proportion of free allocation.

Keywords: environment safety; carbon trading; quota allocation; carbon emission; agent-based
simulation

1. Introduction

According to the fifth assessment report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), the excessive emissions of greenhouse gas cause the frequent occurrence of extreme weather
on earth, which threatens the safety of human society and the natural system. Additionally, countries
which exert an important impact on the world economy, such as China, usually have large amounts
of carbon emissions. However, their energy structure is mainly composed of oil and coal with high
carbon content. Consequently, it may threaten the economic development security of a country
while decreasing the carbon emissions only by limiting the energy usage. Obviously, promoting
carbon emissions reduction is the essential means of easing global warming and achieving sustainable
development of human ecological and economic societies. In order to promote the carbon emissions
reduction, the United Nations Climate Change Conference adopted the “Kyoto Protocol” [1] in 1997,
which pointed out three effective ways to achieve the carbon emissions reduction, including “joint
implementation”, “clean development mechanism”, and “emissions trading”. Emissions trading is
a typical policy instrument based on the market environment. It limits the pollutant emissions of
each emitter and allows the emitters to transact with each other to achieve the discharge standard by
implementing the pollutant discharge permit system. The capital expenditure or income during the
emissions trading process, in turn, shall encourage the emissions reduction behavior of the emitters.
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Currently, the EU, California, Montreal in Canada, and New South Wales in Australia have promoted
the carbon emissions trading system. In China, there are also seven low carbon construction pilot
regions of which the carbon emissions trading system has entered a substantive stage of operation.

The carbon quota trading system is implemented successfully in EU and U.S. [2] Technical
innovation, such as using renewable energy sources, is essential in carbon emissions reduction [3]. In
turn, carbon quota trading is helpful to the renewables deployment [4]. Ishikawa and Kiyono believe
that domestic emission control may not reduce the world emissions, and that emission standards might
be helpful to the industries which have intensive carbon emission [5]. There are many approaches
for the government to control the carbon emission, such as implementing a carbon tax. The study by
Greaker and Pade shows that governments should set a higher carbon tax if the technical innovation
is driven by R&D, and lower if technical innovation is purely exogenous [6]. However, of all the
approaches, the most important one is implementing the carbon quota [7]. Pang et al. believe that
most developed countries should increase their carbon emissions quotas and that most less-developed
countries need to reduce them [8]. Zhang et al. establish a Shapley value and believe that the regions
with higher GDP or higher carbon outflow should be allocated with more carbon quotas [9]. Silva
believes that the decentralized carbon quotas should be combined with centralized income transfers
and fines [10]. Many pieces of research focus on the model of carbon quota allocation or transaction.
Shaw et al. employed fuzzy multi-objective linear programming for supplier selection and carbon
quota allocation [11]. Zhang and Xu investigated the multi-item production planning problem with a
carbon cap and trade mechanism [12]. Strand studied the carbon quota pricing and the cap-and-trade
scheme [13].

In Europe, one of the main carbon reduction policy instruments is carbon emissions trading.
The companies which are active in specific sectors must be in the possession of carbon emissions rights
to an amount which is equal to their carbon emissions [14]. The European Union Emissions Trading
Scheme (EU ETS) is a prominent system for regulating carbon emissions [15]. Jong et al. verified that
EU ETS is valued as a restriction on pollution [16]. They believe that the main impact on the share
prices of firms arises from their carbon-intensive production. Oestreich et al. found firms that received
free carbon emissions allowances on average significantly outperformed firms that did not during the
first few years of the scheme, which suggests the “carbon premium” that can be explained by high
cash flows due to the free allocation of carbon emissions allowances [17]. Based on examining the
daily returns for 552 stocks, Bushnell et al. concluded that investors focus on product price impacts,
rather than just compliance costs and the nominal value of pollution permits [18]. EU ETS has an
efficient and effective market design in which risks are undermined by three interrelated problems:
the approach to allocation, the absence of a credible commitment to the post-2012 continuation, and
concerns about its impact on the international competitiveness of key sectors [19]. Moreover, the
approach to scenario development in environmental decision-making is proposed in many studies [20].
Camporeale et al. proposed two innovative semantic services to manage EU ETS data and information
on EU ETS scenarios [21].

According to the “World Bank Report on State and Trends of Carbon Pricing (2015)” [22], there
are several methods to reduce the risk of carbon leakage and assist emissions-intensive trade-exposed
industry sectors. For example, the EU has proposed the list of industries that will receive additional
free allowances for the EU ETS; Korea has provided free of charge during the first phase; China’s
national ETS distributes allocations for free. China is one of the largest emitters in the world, having
seven pilot carbon markets, of which five had started operation by the end of 2013 [23]. Specifically,
Shenzhen and Shanghai are both very successful pilots in carbon market innovation [24]. The Shenzhen
ETS is the first urban-level “cap-and-trade” carbon emissions trading scheme to operate in China
which attaches great importance to coordinate the dynamic relationships between economic growth,
industrial transition, and emissions control [25]. Over the past years, China has focused on extending
emissions trading beyond the seven pilot regions. The carbon emissions of different regions in China
are characterized by club convergence, as the country’s gradient developing mode has enhanced the
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spatial agglomeration effects [26]. Moreover, the amount of Chinese offsets has been growing, which
are mainly location-specific and restricted to the compliance market of the region. Carbon trading is a
market mechanism and key instrument in the carbon emissions reduction [27]. Liao et al. employed
benchmark, grandfathering, and the Shapley value to simulate the initial allocation of Shanghai carbon
emissions trading [28]. Wang et al. developed a hybrid nonlinear grey-prediction and quota allocation
model which have proved helpful to the carbon emissions reduction in China at both departmental
and provincial levels [29]. Zhou et al. proposed an interprovincial emissions reduction quota trading
scheme in China and proved the feasibility by simulating its economic performance [30].

The agent-based simulation system has proved to be valuable in the analysis of the carbon quota
transaction mechanism. It can depict the details of the system operation, which can be utilized to
analyze the impact of the carbon quota allocation mechanism on the carbon price and the corporate
profits. It also can be employed to analyze many problems which cannot be solved by traditional
analytic methods. For example, it is useful in examining the interaction of the carbon price and
emissions reduction in the conditions of various carbon quota demands [31]. Moreover, researchers
have obtained many original results by using the agent-based approach due to its significant advantage
in the simulation. For example, Mizuta utilized the agent-based simulation system to certify that
sellers manipulating carbon price would greatly affect the carbon quota transaction efficiency in the
market [32]. Mizuta and Yamagata proposed an agent-based carbon quota transaction simulation
system facing various world economies and successfully employed it to simulate the carbon quota
transaction among 41 countries [33]. However, the agent-based simulation is seldom utilized to study
the carbon quota transaction in China.

The efficiency of the carbon emissions trading system depends on the emission reduction effect of
each emitter and the economic impact brought about by it. Consequently, this paper focuses on the
carbon emissions trading system. It elaborates the carbon emissions transaction behavior and strategy
of the emitters and utilizes an agent-based simulation model to analyze the operating mechanism
of the system. Compared with the traditional analytical approach, the agent-based simulation can
examine the parameters in greater detail. By simulating the carbon emissions transaction and reduction
in various quota allocation cases, this paper studies effects of the carbon emission trading policy in
various carbon quota allocation mechanisms for the following three aspects: the carbon emissions
reduction, the economic impact on emitters, and the cost of emissions reduction.

2. Establishment of Agent-Based Carbon Emission Trading Simulation System

While establishing the agent-based carbon emissions trading simulation system, we can stipulate
the interaction and action rule of the emitters by designing the carbon emissions trading mechanism.
Therefore, it is possible for us to simulate the transaction strategy adopted by the emitters to fulfill
the emissions restriction and, more importantly, the impact of each strategy. Additionally, we can
obtain the current pollution treatment of the entire area by summarizing the operating results of
various situations.

2.1. Selection of Agents

Industrial enterprises are the main part of the carbon emitters, while each enterprise belongs to a
certain type of industry. Taking into account the availability of data, this paper regards an industry
as an emission unit and collects the data of the carbon emissions of each industry. It focuses on the
emissions trading behaviors among various agents (industries) in the perfectly competitive market and
their impacts. Achieving the emission standard is the aim of emissions transaction and can be realized
by the following two approaches: (1) technical transformation; and (2) purchasing additional carbon
quota. By comparing the input of technical transformation and the cost of purchasing the carbon quota
of each emitter, we are capable of choosing the optimal carbon emissions reduction strategy.
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2.2. Design of Carbon Emission Trading Mechanism

The carbon emissions transaction in the market can be divided into two phases, which are carbon
quota allocation and transaction. In the remaining part of this section, we will stipulate the rule of the
quota allocation and transaction of the emitters.

2.2.1. Carbon Quota Allocation Rule

The carbon quota allocation involves the determination of the total carbon quota and its
distribution in each industry.

(1) The total carbon quota

The total carbon quota is determined by the carbon emission reduction target of government and
historical emissions. Provided that the carbon emission of the previous year is A; the quota coefficient
of each year is kt; the carbon emissions reduction target of government is 1 − kt. We obtain the total
carbon quota of the current year.

B = kt × A (1)

The total carbon quota at the initial stage of the transaction market is determined by the carbon
emissions reduction target proposed by the government, whereas at the latter stages the government
would adjust the total carbon quota flexibly according to actual situations.

(2) The carbon quota distribution among the emitters

The carbon quota is allocated in terms of the historical allocation or economic contribution [34].
In practice, the historical-allocation-based approach is more beneficial to attract the emitters to
participate in the carbon emissions transaction due to its equity. In addition, the allocation is realized
by the following three methods: (1) the emitters can get carbon quota for free (“free mode” as follows);
(2) the emitters should pay for the carbon quota (“paid mode” as follows); (3) part of the carbon quota
is free while part of it should be purchased (“mixed mode” as follows).

Free distribution has a relatively small impact on the social economy and can be accepted and
implemented with great ease. However, it has serious flaws in fairness and efficiency. Moreover, it
may cause excessive carbon quota and an extremely high transaction price and therefore the carbon
quota would not be allocated effectively. For instance, the European Union Emission Trading Scheme
(EUETS) implemented free carbon quota allocation, which resulted in the failure of the carbon quota
trading market [35].

Allocating carbon quota by auction is more equitable, efficient, and beneficial to exert the market’s
mechanism. However, it is difficult to promote and may give rise to a monopolistic behavior of some
strong industries and enterprises during the carbon quota auction process [36]. For example, the
carbon quota auction approach of the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) in the U.S. can only
attract the emitters who voluntarily participate in the carbon quota transaction. Therefore, it cannot
control the carbon emissions in the whole region effectively.

The “mixed mode” integrates the advantages of the “free mode” and “paid mode” while avoiding
their shortages. For instance, the Australian carbon emissions transaction market implements this
“mixed mode”. By setting a fixed price of carbon quota, it achieves the paid allocation of the carbon
quota. Fixing price helps avoid the excessive fluctuation of transaction price and, therefore, guides
various resources utilized to reduce the carbon emissions.

There are seven districts in China which have been selected as the pilot cities of carbon quota
allocation. Most of them have adopted the “free mode” since the initial period. The approach of paying
for some carbon quota is also considered for future plans. For example, the percentage of paid carbon
quota in Guangzhou province was only 3% in 2013–2014 and increased to 10% in 2015.
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We assume that there are n emitters in the carbon trading market. The proportion of carbon quota
of the nth industry is mn. Then, the carbon quota CQn of the nth industry can be demonstrated as

CQn = mn × B (2)

where ∑ mn = 1. Consequently, we obtain the carbon quota cost of the nth emitter,

TCn = p0 ×mn × (1− at)× B (3)

where at is the proportion of free carbon quota in the tth year, and p0 is the carbon quota price which
is purchased by the emitter. If “at = 1” then 100% of the carbon quota is free allocated, so the carbon
quota cost is zero in this case. When “at = 0” it suggests that 100% of the carbon quota should be paid.
Otherwise, the carbon quota should be acquired by both free allocation and the public auction. In the
initial period “p0” is fixed and then varies with the transaction price among the emitters. Based on this,
we plan to compare the influence effect on carbon quota trading in the “free mode”, “paid mode”, and
“mixed mode”.

2.2.2. Transaction Rule

In the stage of carbon quota transaction, each emitter should decide whether to participate in the
carbon quota transaction based on its own business condition. First, the emitter compares its carbon
quota with the expected carbon emissions until the delivery date and decide whether it needs to
purchase extra carbon quota. Afterward, the emitter makes a decision on whether to purchase carbon
quota or reduce carbon emissions by exerting technical transformation based on the cost of the two
approaches. Provided that the emitter chooses to purchase carbon quota, it should search for sellers
in the carbon quota transaction market. Otherwise, if it decides to make a technical transformation,
it does not purchase carbon quota in the market but possibly sells its extra carbon quota due to the
reduction of emissions.

During the process of carbon quota transaction, each emitter compares the carbon quota it owns
by itself (CQn) and its actual emissions (CEn). As a consequence, there are two conditions as follows.

(1) Carbon quota is redundant (CEn < CQn)

In this case, the industry can obtain benefits by selling carbon quota. Consequently, the total
revenue of each industry in carbon quota transaction should be the income of selling carbon quota
minus the cost of buying the carbon quota, which implies

TRn = p1 × (CQn − CEn)− p0 ×mn × (1− at)× B (4)

where p1 demonstrates the price of carbon quota, and p1 × (CQn − CEn) demonstrates the income of
the emitters selling carbon quota.

(2) Carbon quota is insufficient (CEn > CQn)

We first assume that the emitters can decrease the carbon emissions by technical transformation.
In this case, an emitter should make a decision by comparing the cost of technical transformation
and that of purchasing carbon quota. There are significant differences of the technical transformation
costs among different industries due to the industrial technical variation. Provided that the marginal
abatement cost increases progressively, we suppose that the marginal abatement cost varies with the
emissions reductions of CO2 linearly, which is

MC = kq
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where q is the carbon emissions reductions, and k reflects the changing speed of marginal abatement
cost, which is closely related to the type of the emitter (hereinafter referred to as the “emitter character”).
Based on this, we can obtain the technical transformation cost of each emitter by

TC0 =
∫ TQ

0
kqdq =

1
2

k× TQ2 (5)

Formula (5) suggests that if the emitter intends to achieve the emissions reduction (TQ), it should
pay for the technical transformation cost of TC0. By comparing the technical transformation cost (TC0)
and the cost of purchasing an equivalent carbon quota (∑ p× TQ), we obtain the following situations.

(1) TC0 < ∑ p× TQ

In this case, the cost of technical transformation is lower than that of purchasing carbon
quota, which stimulates the emitters to reduce carbon emissions by technical transformation. As
a consequence, the total cost of the emitters in carbon emissions reduction is

TRn = p1 × (CQn − CEn + TQn)− p0 ×mn × (1− at)× B (6)

If CEn − TQn < CQn, the emitter can sell the redundant carbon quota; otherwise, the emitter
should purchase the insufficient carbon quota.

(2) TC0 ≥ ∑ p× TQ

In this case, the cost of purchasing carbon quota is lower than that of technical transformation,
which prompts the emitters to reduce carbon emissions by purchasing the carbon quota. Therefore, we
obtain the total cost of the emitters in carbon emissions reduction,

TRn = p1 × (CQn − CEn)− p0 ×mn × (1− at)× B (7)

3. Simulation of Carbon Transaction among Industries

3.1. Simulation Environments and Basic Assumptions

We employed Matlab to establish the simulation system of the carbon quota transaction market.
The simulation time period is limited to 2015–2030 and the unit transaction period is one year. In order
to facilitate analysis, we propose the following assumptions:

(1) The carbon quota transaction market is a perfectly competitive market. Therefore, the transaction
prices of different emitters are the same in one transaction period. Consequently, the trading
object chosen by the emitters should be random.

(2) There are only two choices for an emitter in one transaction period. Specifically, an emitter
either makes a technical transformation to reduce carbon emissions or purchases carbon quota to
achieve the emissions target.

(3) The carbon quota requirement of all the emitters can be satisfied. In other words, the overall
supply of carbon quota is sufficient.

Based on the elaboration in the previous section, we established the simulation process shown in
Figure 1.
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3.2. Data Sources

Each indicator mainly contains the historical carbon emissions of each emitter, the carbon quota of
each emitter, the price of the carbon quota, as well as the cost and income of technical transformation.
For the reason that the carbon emissions data of a single Chinese enterprise cannot be acquired, this
paper takes eight industries in China as research objects (emitters). In this paper, the primary market
is the carbon quota allocation market between the market manager (government) and the market
participant (agent). The secondary market is the carbon quota transaction market among the agents.
In the secondary market, the agents make quota transaction freely, which is generally accepted quota
trading market. The data sources are listed as follows.

(1) The actual carbon emissions

We estimate the carbon emission of each industry from 2000 to 2014 based on the industrial energy
consumption data from “China Statistical Yearbook” [37] and “China Energy Statistical Yearbook” [38].
The carbon emission data of each type of energy are provided in “IPCC Guidelines for National
Greenhouse Gas Inventories (2006)” [39].

(2) The carbon quota

We can conclude from the experience of the carbon quota trading in China that the carbon quota
is allocated based on the historical carbon emissions of the emitters and the carbon emissions reduction
target. This paper utilizes a similar approach which includes the weighted sum of the historical carbon
emissions in the previous three years,

CQn,t = α× CEn,t−1 + β× CEn,t−2 + γ× CEn,t−3 (8)

where α+ β+ γ is the variation strength of the carbon quota (α+ β+ γ ≤ 1). The smaller α+ β+ γ

is, the higher the pressure of carbon emissions reduction would be. The feature of various carbon
quota distribution plans is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Feature of various carbon quota distribution plans.

Plan Carbon Quota Variation
Ratio (kt)

Carbon Quota
Distribution Mode (at)

Free mode (Program 1) kt = 0.95 at = 1

Paid mode (Program 2) kt = 0.95 at = 0

Mixed mode

High carbon quota
decrease rate (Program 3) kt = α+ β+ γ = 0.6 

at = 0.05, t ∈ (2015, 2018)
at = 0.1, t ∈ (2019, 2022)
at = 0.3, t ∈ (2023, 2026)
at = 0.5, t ∈ (2027, 2030)

Medium carbon quota
decrease rate (Program 4) kt = α+ β+ γ = 0.8

Low carbon quota
decrease rate (Program 5) kt = α+ β+ γ = 0.95

(3) The carbon quota price

There are five of seven newly-built carbon trading markets in China which set the initial carbon
quota unit price as 20 RMB. Therefore, we assume that the carbon quota unit price is 20 RMB in the first
year of carbon trading. In the perfectly competitive market, the price of the carbon quota should be
decided by the supply and demand relationship. This paper analyzes 218 transaction data from 2014
to 2015 in Shenzhen’s carbon trading market. Then it makes regression between the carbon quota price
and trading volume. By stepwise regression among the first-lagged trading volume, second-lagged
trading volume, and the trading price, we obtain the optimal fitting equation

lnpi = 0.911× lnpi−1 − 0.001× lnqi−1 + 0.389 (9)

where pi is the current price, pi−1 is the previous price, and qi−1 is the previous trading volume. In this
equation “i” is the time period (several days on average) from the former transaction to the current
one. Utilizing Formula (9), the carbon quota trading price can be calculated.

(4) The cost and benefit of technical transformation

The previous section suggests that the cost of carbon emissions reduction TC0 is closely related
to the emitter character k. Moreover, we can obtain the typical technical transformation cost of
each industry and the annual carbon emissions reduction from the “National energy conservation
technology promotion directory” [40] proposed by National Development and Reform Commission
and the “Energy conservation, emissions reduction and low carbon technology achievements
transformation promotion list” [41] proposed by Ministry of Science and Technology. Based on
this, we obtain the carbon emissions reduction by unit technical transformation investment which can
replace the aforementioned “k”. We suppose in this paper that the aim of technical transformation
is only to reduce carbon emissions, so we omit the economic value of the technical transformation.
The unit carbon emission reduction cost is listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Unit carbon emission reduction cost of various industries.

Emitter
Technical

Transformation Cost
(10,000 RMB*/Ton)

Annual Carbon
Emission Reduction

(Ton)

Agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, fisheries and water conservancy 741.854 15,606
Mining 161.4 12,749

Manufacturing 98.4 2164.8
Electric Power, Gas and Hydraulic Production and Supply 1175 25,692

Construction 56 776
Transportation, warehousing and postal service 94,778 2,000,000

Wholesale, retail, hotel and restaurants 303.2 956.8
Others 56 776

* China Yuan (CNY).
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3.3. Simulation Results and Analysis

In this section, we simulate the carbon emissions reduction effects in different carbon quota
allocation mechanisms including the “free mode”, “paid mode”, and “mixed mode”. By calculating
in Matlab, we obtain the carbon quota transaction condition of eight Chinese industries from 2015 to
2030, which is described in Table 3.

Table 3. Description of carbon quota transaction programs.

Program 1 Program 2 Program 3 Program 4 Program 5

Carbon emission
reduction

Amount 0.1512 0.1512 0.1707 0.1712 0.1512
Ratio 1.48% 1.48% 1.67% 1.68% 1.48%

Annual average 0.0996% 0.0996% 0.1126% 0.1129% 0.0996%

Carbon emission
reduction cost

Minimum 1.610 2.086 1.124 0.547 0.260
Maximum 4.508 4.993 3.775 3.060 2.693
Average 2.842 3.449 2.325 1.576 1.191

Standard deviation 0.919 1.033 0.942 0.928 0.933
Annual average 3.87% 5.99% 8.25% 11.53% 15.36%

Based on this, we can assess the effect of carbon emissions reduction policy in the following
three aspects.

(1) Analysis of carbon emissions reduction performance

As is depicted in Figure 2, in the context of the total emissions control, the constraint of carbon
quota transaction mechanism results in significant carbon emissions reduction in China. Because
the carbon emissions in Program 1 and Program 2 equals that in Program 5, we take the case in
program 5 as an example. By comparing the cases in different programs we can see that the total
carbon emission reduces from 10.1986 in 2015 to 10.0279 in 2030 in the high-speed program, while it
decreases to 10.0274 and 10.0474 in the mid-speed program and in the low-speed program, respectively.
Apparently, the carbon emissions in the three programs are reduced by 0.1707, 0.1712, and 0.1512,
respectively. Moreover, the reduction percent of the carbon emissions brought about by these three
types of programs is 1.67%, 1.68%, and 1.48%, respectively. In addition, the average annual reduction
of the low-speed program is less than 0.1%, while that of the mid-speed and high-speed programs
is 0.1126% and 0.1129%, respectively. In general, the carbon emissions reduction in the low-speed
program is relatively less than those in other two programs. However, by comparing the mid-speed
program and high-speed program, we can see that the carbon emissions reduction in the former
program is more than that in the latter program. This shows that the effect that promotes the carbon
emissions reduction speed by decreasing the carbon quota is not obvious. Specifically, there is a
threshold of the carbon quota reduction and, therefore, overly quick carbon quota reduction would
result in the ineffectiveness of the carbon allocation policy on emitters.
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(2) Analysis of the economic effect

We can obtain the cost of the carbon emissions reduction in various carbon quota allocation
mechanisms, which is shown in Figure 3, based on the former assumptions. Generally speaking,
the cost of carbon emissions reduction is increasing due to the annually descending carbon quota.
Specifically, the policy of full payment of the carbon quota (Program 2) brings about the highest cost of
carbon emissions reduction. As shown in Figure 3, the annual average cost is 3.449. Moreover, the cost
of technical transformation to achieve the carbon emission standard from 2015 to 2030 in the policy of
totally free of carbon quota (Program 1) is 2.842. Although the emitters need not pay for the carbon
quota in this program, if we take into account the carbon emissions reduction of the whole society, the
overall cost of this situation is higher than the mixed allocation policy (Programs 3, 4, and 5). The cost
of carbon emissions reduction in the same period is 2.325, 1.576, and 1.191, respectively. This suggests
that the policy of totally free carbon quota would decrease motivation of the emitters for implementing
technological transformation. Therefore, the emitters which are expected to transform technology and
sell extra carbon quota omits the technical transformation, which should result in the cost increase of
carbon emissions reduction of the whole society.
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(3) Analysis of unit carbon emissions reduction

Based on the analysis above, we can calculate the carbon emissions reduction and its cost in
various carbon quota allocation mechanisms and requirements. Afterward, we obtain the descriptive
statistic of the annual cost of unit carbon emissions reduction from 2015 to 2030 in several sample
policies as shown is Table 4.

Table 4. Descriptive statistic of annual cost of unit carbon emissions reduction.

Average
(RMB/Ton) Maximum Minimum Standard

Deviation
Annual Average

Increase

Program 1 28.10 44.78 15.82 9.20 0.04
Program 2 34.10 49.69 20.47 10.37 0.06
Program 3 23.04 37.64 11.03 9.46 0.08
Program 4 15.63 30.48 5.36 9.28 0.12
Program 5 11.80 26.80 2.55 9.28 0.15

On the whole, the cost of unit carbon emissions reduction in mixed allocation policy is far less
than that in totally free (Program 1) or full payment (Program 2) allocation policy. In addition, the
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carbon emissions in Program 1 equals that in Program 2, while the cost of carbon emissions reduction
in Program 2 is higher than that in Program 1 due to the extra carbon quota purchase. Moreover,
the carbon emissions in Program 1 is equal to that in Program 5, but the cost is significantly higher.
Additionally, the average annual increase of the carbon emissions reduction cost (up to 15%) in
Program 5 is the highest one of all the programs. This means that the cost of technical transformation to
achieve the carbon emissions target and purchasing the carbon quota increases quickly. By comparing
Programs 3, 4, and 5, we can conclude that the unit carbon emission cost sharply rises with the increase
of the carbon quota reduction speed. As a consequence, it is of great necessity to control the unit
carbon emission reduction cost by designing an appropriate carbon quota allocation policy to avoid
the excessive economic pressure on the emitters.

4. Conclusions and Prospects

The carbon quota transaction mechanism based on the total carbon emissions control is an
important policy instrument which promotes the emitters to reduce carbon emissions. This paper
utilizes the agent-based simulation in which we consider each emitter as an agent and then set
its properties and action rule. We study the carbon quota transaction and its economic impact
on the industry in different carbon quota allocation mechanisms. Therefore, we come to the
following conclusions:

(1) In the assumption of the perfectly competitive market and zero transaction costs, the carbon
quota transaction policy mechanism can significantly bring about carbon emissions reduction.
Specifically, although the carbon quota allocation and transaction mechanism varies, the carbon
emission decreases in the context of the total carbon emissions control. This means that the carbon
quota transaction policy contributes to the carbon emissions reduction significantly.

(2) Based on the comparison of different carbon quota allocation mechanisms, we conclude that
the mechanisms are capable of promoting the carbon emissions reduction. Specifically, by
considering both the carbon emissions reduction and its cost we obtain the result that the slow
carbon quota reduction approach in the mixed allocation mechanism has the minimum cost of
unit carbon emission. In other words, it realizes the minimal economic impact of the carbon
emissions reduction on the premise that the carbon emissions achieve the target. On the other
hand, the variation of the carbon quota has an interval threshold, which means that excessive
quota decrease cannot promote the emitters to reduce emissions. For example, taking into account
the requirement for both the carbon emissions reduction and economy development, it is of
necessity for China to implement the mixed carbon quota allocation mechanism and ensure that
the proportion of initial free quota is higher than the proportion which should be purchased by
the emitters.

In summary, the agent-based simulation system established by this paper is of help to analyze the
carbon quota transaction. However, we simplify the action rules of the emitters and omit the individual
differences of the emitters due to the consideration of data availability and analysis facilitation.
Moreover, the assumption of the linear marginal abatement cost function is simple and needs to be
improved in further researches. Additionally, the technical transformation cost varies during the
carbon transaction process which is influenced by many complex factors. As a consequence, the
influence mechanism should be taken into account while focusing on specific industries or regions.
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